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sticky spatulae at the end of billions of setae 
on their toes form direct contact with sur-
faces.[2] This direct molecular contact with 
the surface leads to van der Waals interac-
tions on hydrophobic surfaces resulting in 
excellent adhesion.[2] Furthermore, experi-
mental[3,7–9] and computational[10,11] works 
show a link between relative humidity 
and increased adhesion. Compared to dry 
spatulae, humidity can enhance the sticki-
ness by up to 300%.[10] In experiments, the 
spatulae have been attached to surfaces 
and pulled off using atomic force micros-
copy (AFM), allowing only investigations of 
micrometer resolution. As a consequence, 
the humidity effect is still intensively 
debated.[3,4,12,13] Some authors[9,12–15] believe 
that the change in the Young modulus of 
gecko keratin upon swelling, so-called 
material softening, is responsible for the 
humidity-enhanced adhesion. Capillary 
forces induced by absorbed water on the 
surface are another explanation for the 
enhanced adhesion.[3,7] Mitchell et  al.[9] 
recently inferred that the two mechanisms 
are not mutually exclusive: while capillary 
forces increase adhesion on hydrophilic 
surfaces, material softening increases stick-
iness on hydrophobic surfaces.

Recently, we have put forward a dif-
ferent explanation for humidity-enhanced adhesion: water fills 
gaps between the spatula and the surface and smoothes the 
spatula-surface interface.[10] It locally increases the number 
density of keratin at the surface and facilitates more van der 

A higher relative humidity leads to an increased sticking power of gecko feet to 
surfaces. The molecular mechanism responsible for this increase, however, is 
not clear. Capillary forces, water mediating keratin-surface contacts and water-
induced softening of the keratin are proposed as candidates. In previous work, 
strong evidence for water mediation is found but indirect effects via increased 
flexibility are not completely ruled out. This article studies the latter hypothesis 
by a bottom-up coarse-grained mesoscale model of an entire gecko spatula 
designed without explicit water particles, so that capillary action and water-
mediation are excluded. The elasticity of this model is adjusted with a deep 
neural network to atomistic elastic constants, including water at different con-
centrations. Our results show clearly that on nanoscopic flat surfaces, the sof-
tening of keratin by water uptake cannot nearly account for the experimentally 
observed increase in gecko sticking power. Here, the dominant mechanism is 
the mediation of keratin-surface contacts by intervening water molecules. This 
mechanism remains important on nanostructured surfaces. Here, however, 
a water-induced increase of the keratin flexibility may enable the spatula to 
follow surface features smaller than itself and thereby increase the number 
of contacts with the surface. This leads to an appreciable but not dominant 
contribution to the humidity-increased adhesion. Recently, by atomistic grand-
canonical molecular dynamics simulation, the room-temperature isotherm is 
obtained for the sorption of water into gecko keratin, to the authors’ knowl-
edge, the first such relation for any beta-keratin. In this work, it relates the 
equilibrium water content of the keratin to the ambient relative humidity.
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1. Introduction

Geckos can climb vertically[1] and even upside down on flat[2–4] 
and rough[5,6] hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. Hundreds of 
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Waals interactions with the hydrophobic surface.[11] We call 
this the water mediating effect.[10,11] Water mediating is dis-
tinctly different from capillary forces as it does not refer to a 
water volume but water molecules that form bridges between 
surface and spatula. Water molecules stick to the hydrophilic 
keratin protein and fill surface-spatula gaps, making the inter-
face smoother. Water mediation is present even at low humidi-
ties and its effect on adhesion may follow a sigmoidal function, 
as we will discuss later. Furthermore, as the water mediation 
does not require an entire layer of adsorbed water as the cap-
illary hypothesis does[3,7,16] but on individual water molecules, 
this effect can explain humidity-increased adhesion even at very 
hydrophobic surfaces.

Complementary to experiments, molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations provide detailed atomistic-level information about 
the system. This allows us to elucidate underlying processes 
during spatula pull-off. To this end, we have done coarse-
grained[10] (CG) and united-atom[11] (UA) simulations to con-
firm the water mediating effect. Furthermore,[17] we have devel-
oped a mesoscale model of a whole spatula, which reproduces 
pull-off pressure, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of the 
UA keratin model. The mesoscale spatula model comprises 
particles (beads randomly distributed) in an actual spatula 
shape, acquired by scanning electron microscopy imaging of 
Xu et al.[18] In the mesoscale model, each bead maps five whole 
keratin molecules into a single interaction site. We tuned the 
anisotropic bonded force field that harmonically connects each 
bead with at least 30 neighboring beads to yield the material 
properties of the dry UA keratin. We then parameterized the 
spatula-surface Lennard–Jones interaction to replicate the UA 
keratin pull-off pressure (at a specific loading rate). We have 
shown before that the mesoscale spatula model reproduces 
AFM single-spatula experimental pull-off forces[3,5,7] (≈10 nN) 
when extrapolated to loading rates typically used in these experi-
ments.[17] The validation of the mesoscale spatula model is a sig-
nificant new result, as no other prior work exist that reproduced 
experimental spatula pull-off forces in a bottom-up manner.

In the simulations explained above, the presence of water 
molecules may lead to material softening, capillary forces, and 
the water mediating effect. In the present work, we isolate the 
effect of water-induced material softening on the pull-off force 
from capillary forces and the water mediating effect. We explic-
itly do not simulate water molecules to investigate the effect of 
spatula softness without water molecules being present but set 
the elasticity of the keratin to the same values it would have if 
it contained water. In this way, we can separate the two pos-
sible mechanisms by which water leads to enhanced adhesion: 
1) through mediation by water molecules (explicitly excluded 

here) and 2) through a water-induced flexibility increase in the 
keratin (included here).

Since the relationship between water content (solubility) 
in spatula gecko keratin and the ambient relative humidity is 
experimentally not known, we previously[19] computed it using 
our united-atom keratin model. Subsequently, we tune the 
mesoscale anisotropic force field to reproduce, without water 
molecules present, the reduced Young modulus, which is nor-
mally due to water-induced softening.[12] The value of Young’s 
modulus of water-loaded keratin, we have previously obtained 
in the united-atom reference model.[11] Therefore, any change 
in stickiness upon adding water to keratin can be attributed to 
the material softening effect but not to the capillary forces and/
or the water mediator effect.

We extend the mesoscale model with four additional, deep 
neural network-derived, bonded force fields, which implic-
itly model different water contents. The spatulae are linked 
to a virtual cantilever and pulled away from surfaces with 
constant velocity to mimic the AFM experiments. The mes-
oscale surface model was developed previously[17] to simulate 
hydrophobic crystalline surfaces of tuneable roughness. We 
establish the first link between relative humidity, the water 
content in the keratin, the change in elasticity and material 
softening-induced adhesion.

2. Methods and Models

2.1. United-Atom Gecko Keratin Model

Our previously developed united-atom (UA) gecko keratin 
model is based on the GROMOS 54A7 force field.[20–23] It is 
made up of an amorphous gecko beta-keratin protein (Ge-
cprp-9), where only the intrinsically disordered parts of the 
protein are considered. It was assumed that only intrinsically 
disordered protein regions (IDRs) directly contact the surface 
and are responsible for the adhesive energetic interaction 
between spatula and surface.[11] The water model is SPC/E.[24] 
Section S2 (Supporting Information) summarizes some simu-
lation details, which are discussed in more detail elsewhere.[11]

Previously, we computed Young’s modulus, E, and Poisson’s 
ratio, ν, for the dry UA gecko keratin system (0 wt.% of water) 
and a system of wet keratin containing 10 wt.% water.[11] Here, 
we simulate two additional wet keratin systems containing: 5 
and 20 wt.% water, and we compute E and ν for both new water 
contents. Table 1 summarizes all UA-derived E and ν.

Experimentally reported Young’s moduli range from 1.2 GPa 
in nanoindentation tests to 7.3 ± 1.0 GPa during in situ tensile 
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Table 1. The calculated Young’ moduli and Poisson’ ratios of keratin-water mixtures at different water contents. The subscripts ”UA” and ”meso” 
refer to calculations using united-atom and mesoscale models, respectively. The water contents are connected to relative humidity (RHs) according 
to the results presented in Figure 1. Computations are performed as described in the united-atom gecko keratin work[11] and the mesoscale work.[17]

wt.% RH [%] EUA [GPa] νUA Emeso [GPa] νmeso

0 0 4.53 0.409 4.529 ± 0.033 0.409 ± 0.002

5 52 4.03 0.437 4.038 ± 0.045 0.435 ± 0.002

10 86 3.84 0.423 3.838 ± 0.040 0.422 ± 0.002

20 100 2.28 0.475 2.247 ± 0.025 0.496 ± 0.004
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tests.[14] Humidity affects the elasticity of setal keratin, as 30% 
relative humidity yields E = 3.2 ± 0.2 GPa and with increased 
humidity of 80% Young’s modulus decreases to 2.2 ± 0.2 GPa.[12] 
In a computational model, previously developed in our group, 
dry seta keratin was found to be rather stiff with E = 9.2 GPa.[25] 
The Young moduli of the UA dry and wet spatulae are, there-
fore, within the range of experimental values.

2.2. Water Solubility in Gecko Keratin

The details of the calculation of water solubility in gecko ker-
atin, as a function of RH, are reported elsewhere.[19] Here, we 
only report a summary, which is needed to understand the 
essential elements of the method. We performed MD simu-
lations in the grand canonical ensemble (GCE) to find the 
phase coexistence point (vapor pressure of water and equilib-
rium density of water in the keratin phase) at 300 K. In the 
GCE simulation method,[26] the system (keratin plus water) 
couples to an ideal gas reservoir of water molecules through 
a coupling parameter. A fractional molecule, whose potential 
energy of interaction with the rest of the system is scaled with 
the coupling parameter, is added to the system, and the equa-
tion of motion for the coupling parameter is solved. The cou-
pling parameter varies dynamically between 0 and 1; when it 
reaches 0, a water molecule is removed from the system. When 
it reaches 1, the fractional water molecule becomes a fully cou-
pled molecule. In equilibrium, the number of water molecules 
in the keratin phase fluctuates around an average value, con-
sistent with the imposed conditions (fixed chemical potential, 
temperature, and volume). Because adhesion and gecko keratin 
softening by water uptake depends on the water content inside 
keratin and its relation with the RH, we reproduce our calcu-
lated sorption isotherm of water in gecko keratin[19] in Figure 1. 
We have also shown in Figure 1 our experimental data on the 
water uptake of dorsal and ventral scales of the snake Naja 

nigricollis and the claw tips of the Tokay gecko (Gekko Gecko) 
toes (≈30 g water/100 g sample at 100% RH) at 297 K and 100% 
RH. The calculated sorption isotherm has a general sigmoidal 
shape, consistent with that for water sorption in α-keratin.[27,28]

2.3. Mesoscale Spatula Model

The spatula model (Figure 2) uses the previously derived mes-
oscale keratin force field[17] that was validated against experi-
mental single-spatula AFM experiments with typical pull-off 
forces in the range of 8–20 nN[3,5,7] when used with an actual 
spatula shape. The experimental setup used in AFM studies to 
investigate single-spatula pull-off forces is shown in Figure S1 
(Supporting Information). The elastic and structural properties 
of the spatula are modeled with a simple bead spring model 
with directional force constants to mimic the fibrillar structure 
present in gecko spatulae.[10,11,17,25,29–31]

The beta-sheet region (Core-box region[30,31]) of the Ge-cprp-9 
peptide (which, in the united-atom simulation of keratin, was 
omitted, see Section 2.1) forms dimers. The dimers polymerize 
into nanofibrils,[32] which associate to mesoscale fibrils.[25,29,30] 
These fibrils are visible in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
cross sections of gecko setae, and the spatula is possibly made 
up of almost pure fibrils.[29] The fibrils significantly contribute 
to the mechanical properties of gecko spatulae. Consequently, 
the model must describe the anisotropic elasticity arising from 
fibrils inside the spatula. Since the spatula model consists of 
randomly distributed, highly coarse-grained beads that each 
incorporate the mass of about five keratin proteins, we have 
to model the fibrils implicitly.[17] The bead-bead harmonic 
bond potential is expressed as V(r) = K/2 · (r  − b0)2, b0 and 
K being the equilibrium bond length and the force constant, 
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Figure 1. Water content of gecko keratin, as a function of relative humidity, 
calculated using our united-atom gecko keratin model.[11] The filled (blue) 
and open (black) markers are the results of the grand canonical ensemble 
simulations[19] and experimental data for the dorsal and ventral scales of 
the snake Naja nigricollis, respectively, and the curve connects the calcu-
lated points. Error bars are the root-mean-square deviation of concentra-
tion of water in keratin from the average value. Figure 2. Snapshot of the mesoscale spatula (red) on a rough hydro-

phobic surface (cyan). During pull-off simulations, a virtual cantilever is 
linked to the shaft haft and pulled vertically with loading rate F , to mimic 
atomic force microscopy experiments, as we discuss in Section 2.6.
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respectively. For each bond, these parameters are unique. Once 
assigned, all K and b0 stay unchanged. The value of K increases, 
as the initial direction of a bond aligns with the direction of the 
“virtual” fibril:

K k kb·| cos |θ= +  (1)

where k and kb are the isotropic part of the force constant and 
the force constant in the fibril direction, respectively, and θ is 
the angle between the bond vector and the “virtual” fibril direc-
tion. Hence, the spatula model implicitly accounts for fibrils 
due to the anisotropy of the bonded potential. The potential is 
adjusted such that in equilibrium, the spatula shaft is bent by 
θS = 45 degrees with respect to the surface (Figure 2). The effect 
of pre-bent spatulae on the adhesion is discussed elsewhere.[17]

A Lennard–Jones (12–6) potential models the adhesive inter-
actions with the surface, as is discussed in more detail in the 
previous work.[17] The spatula-surface interaction was param-
eterized against the pull-off pressure (pull-off force normalized 
by the area) of the dry UA gecko keratin model.[11]

The mesoscale keratin model was optimized against the 
material properties of the dry UA gecko keratin model in our 
previous work.[17] We here extend the mesoscale spatula model 
and optimize k and kb against properties of wet keratin at dif-
ferent implicit relative humidities using a deep neural network 
(see Section 2.5). We do not change the spatula-surface interac-
tion, and the mesoscale model does not include water particles. 
As a result, any changes in stickiness are uniquely due to the 
changed elastic material properties. This allows us to isolate the 
effect of keratin softening from capillary forces and the water 
mediating effect.[10,11]

2.4. Mesoscale Surface Models

The mesoscale spatula is attached to and detached from hydro-
phobic surfaces (water contact angle θc  ≈ 110°) of varying 
roughnesses which are modeled by a particle model of similar 
beads size.[11,17] The surface follows a two-dimensional sinu-
soidal topography and has the same density as the spatula 
material. The minimum thickness zm of the slab representing 
the surface is always 24 nm. The 3D landscape is defined by 
z nm nm x n l X y n l Xm p x

s
x p y

s
y24 8 ·sin( · / )·sin( · / )π π π π= + + + , where 

8 nm is the peak height, np is the number of peaks in the x- and 
y-direction, and lx

s  and ly
s  are the lengths of the surface in the 

x- and y-directions, respectively.
To simulate random placements of the spatula on top of a 

surface (see Figure 3), we apply a random phase shift using a 
uniformly distributed random number X  ∼ U([0, 2]) in the x 
and y directions. We generate eight surfaces with peak densities 
ρp ranging from ρp = 0 to 394.12 µm−2. The surface has an area 
of 356 nm × 356 nm.

We expect a surface describing an oxide mineral (e.g., the 
amorphous silica substrate of Huber et  al. used in the UA 
model) not to be deformable. Such a surface is orders of mag-
nitude stiffer than gecko keratin. Thus, we choose to make our 
surface entirely rigid. Therefore, surface beads are frozen and 
only interact with the keratin. As a result, the surface acts as a 
space-fixed attractive 3D external potential.

2.5. Parameterizing the Mesoscale Spatula Model with Implicit 
Water Contents

The “wet” mesoscale spatula model should explicitly only repro-
duce the change in material properties due to water-induced 
material softening. We, thus, optimize only the isotropic part, k, 
and the anisotropic part, kb, of the bond force constant K (Sec-
tion  2.3) against the elastic properties of wet keratin as deter-
mined from united-atom simulations (Section  2.1). We create 
four bonded force fields that reproduce Young’s modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio at 0, 5, 10, and 20 wt.% water contents.

We use existing parameter-exploration simulations of the 
previous work[17] to train a deep neural network (DNN). Grid 
search-based hyperparameter tuning yields a network archi-
tecture that does not overfit. The DNN feeds the input vector  
(of the two scalars) k and kb to a fully connected layer (6x64) and 
subsequently an output layer (1×2). The output layer maps to 
Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν of the mesoscale ker-
atin. The DNN generalizes the regression between the inputs 
and the outputs well and performs better in the prediction of E 
than a bilinear fit of E against the scalars k and kb. In Section S1 
(Supporting Information), a detailed description of the DNN 
can be found (source code and DNN weights are available at 
github.com/TobiasMaterzok/DNN-Gecko-Implicit-Water).

We use the DNN to predict the force constant coefficients k 
and kb corresponding to the material properties of wet keratin 
(computed using the united-atom keratin model, Section  2.1) 
to model the water content in the mesoscale spatula implicitly. 
Figure 4 shows the DNN-interpolated solution landscape. Black 
dots represent actual simulations performed during the previ-
ously discussed parameter exploration.

The DNN derived anisotropic force constant coefficients 
(summarized in Table S1, Supporting Information) are validated 
by stress-strain simulations (details in Section  S2, Supporting 
Information). Strains of 0%, 1%, and 2% are applied in the 
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Figure 3. Two surfaces with different peak densities (top ρp = 141.88 µm−2 
and bottom ρp = 39.41 µm−2). The center of the surface (where the spatula 
attaches), can present anything between a valley and a peak, depending on 
phase shift. The height between the peak and valley (amplitude) is 16 nm 
for all surfaces, resulting in a root-mean-squared roughness of 4 nm.
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(virtual) fibril direction for ten independently created keratin 
systems for each coefficient combination (4 × 10 simulations in 
total) to compute E and ν. The method is described in our pre-
vious work.[17]

As a result, we can relate Young’s modulus and Poisson’s 
ratio of the UA keratin (Section  2.1) and mesoscale spatula 
model (this section) to the water content (and relative humidity) 
(Section 2.2), as summarized in Table 1.

2.6. Spatula Detachment Simulations

Gecko spatulae attached to surfaces can be inclined (inclination 
angle θS, Figure 2), and in experimental imaging, a whole range 
of possible inclinations have been observed.[33,34] In previous 
work,[17] we tested θS = 45° to θS = 75° and found a direct rela-
tionship between the pull-off force and θS. The smallest pull-
off force was found for θS  = 45°, and it also had the smallest 
standard deviation.

We use the bent equilibrium configurations of spatulae of 
the previous work (with an inclination of θS = 45°) to perform 
non-equilibrium pulling simulations.[17]

A preload is applied for 600 ns to initially attach the spatula 
to the surface. In this preload step, an external pressure of 0.4 
pN nm−2 presses the spatula pad against the surface, as was 
done in the experiment by Xu et  al.[18] After the preload, the 
system is allowed to relax for 500 ns without any external force. 
These simulation times are sufficient to converge the distance 
between spatulae and surfaces.

In the pull-off simulations, the attached spatulae are pulled 
away from the surfaces by linking the center of mass of the 
spatula shaft haft (Figure  2) to a virtual cantilever. The link 
is modeled by a harmonic potential with a force constant of 
kpull = 1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2. The virtual cantilever is moved at a 
constant pulling velocity vertically away from the surface. The 
harmonic potential of the linker and the pulling velocity results 
in a theoretical[35] loading rate of 1.66 × 1012 pN s−1. At the pull-
off force, which is the maximum in the force-displacement (or 
force-time) curve, the spatula detaches from the surface.

A vacuum surrounds the surface and the spatula. All spatula 
detachment simulations are performed in the NVT ensemble 

with a thermostat keeping the temperature of the spatula con-
stant at 300 K. The preload step uses a stochastic dynamics 
(SD) thermostat[36] with τT = 1 ps; the relaxation step uses SD 
with τT = 10 ps; and all other steps use a velocity rescaling ther-
mostat[37] with τT = 1 ps, following our established protocol.[17]

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. High Relative Humidity (100%) Allows Spatulae to Stick to a 
Wider Range of Surface Roughness

The pull-off force (also called critical force or rupture force) is 
the force needed to detach the spatula from the surface and can 
be interpreted as the stickiness of the spatula. A detailed expla-
nation of the spatula peel-off, including force-displacement 
curves, can be found in our previous work using the mesoscale 
spatula.[17] Here, we are only interested in how stickiness or 
pull-off force depends on water-induced material softening.

The spatula area is ASp  = 19880 nm2. For illustrative pur-
poses, the spatula pad can be viewed as an isosceles triangle 
of area At  = 19880 nm2 corresponding roughly to At  ≈ 1/2 × 
(185 ± 10 nm) × (215 ± 10 nm). Furthermore, we call the inverse 
of the peak density the peak area or valley area AP = Avalley = 1/ρp. 
We use the ratio Avalley/ASp to express if the sinusoidal surface 
wavelength ( n lp y

s/π ) is smaller than the pad dimensions. Thus, 
at Avalley/ASp  = 1, a valley of the sinusoidal surface topography 
has the same area as the spatula pad. Recall that the surface 
amplitude is 16 nm (Section 3.1). Figure 3 (bottom) corresponds 
to a ratio of Avalley/ASp = 1.28 and (bottom) Avalley/ASp = 0.35.

We computed the average pull-off force from detachment 
simulations of 10 independently generated spatulae and sur-
faces as a function of surface roughness. Figure 5A shows the 
pull-off force against the ratio Avalley/ASp. Figure S3 (Supporting 
Information) shows four examples of force-displacement 
curves; only the maximum force (the pull-off force) is used in 
this investigation. Finally, Figure 6 illustrates the ratio.

In agreement with our previous findings,[17] the sticki-
ness of the spatula as a function of the ratio Avalley/ASp is well 
described by a sigmoidal (Richards[38]) curve (solid lines in 
Figure  5A) at all implicit water contents (relative humidities). 
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Figure 4. Result of the deep neural network prediction of Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν from the force constant coefficients k and kb. Black 
dots are actual simulations done previously,[17] during our parameterization of the dry spatula model. The black dots are denser in the upper left corner 
as we have tuned the search space to find the values corresponding to E = 4.5 GPa and ν = 0.4 of corresponding to dry gecko keratin.
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When Avalley/ASp falls below a certain threshold, the spatula 
loses its ability to follow the surface contour, i.e., the sticki-
ness decreases significantly. We have indicated the ratio where 
the stickiness falls below 80% of that of a flat surface with ver-
tical dashed lines in Figure 5. For dry spatulae, this threshold 
already occurs at Avalley/ASp = 1.09. Thus, when the spatula pad 
area is on the same length scale as the area of surface asperi-
ties, its stickiness is 20 % lower than on an ideally flat surface.

With increasing relative humidity (higher water content, 
softer keratin, cf. Table  1), this threshold is only reached at 
smaller surface-feature sizes Avalley; gecko spatulae in high 
relative humidity can adapt to finer surface topographies. 
The threshold decreases linearly with both water content and 
Young’s modulus from 1.09 to 0.52 (Figure 5A bottom).

3.2. Non-Linear Increase in Stickiness Due to Material Softening

We also study the increase in stickiness due to humidity in per-
cent over the dry keratin (Figure 5B). It is shown as a function 
of the ratio Avalley/ASp.

On flat surfaces, there is essentially no increase of sticki-
ness due to (implicit) humidity. This holds at all humidi-
ties (Figure  7B blue). Experimental work shows that between 
1.5% and 45% relative humidity,[3] the pull-off force increases 
by 60% on a flat hydrophobic surface and between 55% and 
80% relative humidity,[9] the shear adhesion increases by 158 ± 
40%. In contrast, our softened spatula sticks just 10% better at 
maximum humidity. Thus, given that the humidity-enhanced 
adhesion increase on flat surfaces is ≈ 200–300%[3,9–11] in total, 
it follows that the material softening hypothesis can be ruled 
out for flat hydrophobic surfaces, as we previously conjectured 
from CG[10] simulations of gecko keratin.

We, therefore, have to conclude that other mechanisms than 
keratin-softening are responsible for the larger stickiness at 
higher humidities. Based on united-atom and coarse-grained 
molecular dynamics, we have previously suggested that water 
molecules mediate the attraction between keratin and sur-
face.[11] The molecular-level simulations have shown that water 
fills the spatula-surface gaps and increases the number of 
interacting sites and the magnitude of interactions between sur-
face and spatula. Since the availability of water molecules in the 
keratin increases sigmoidally with relative humidity (Figure 1), 
we expect the water mediating effect to scale similarly.

The situation is different for nanostructured surfaces. Here, 
the effect of material softening becomes more pronounced. 
Figure  7 shows a marked increase in relative stickiness at a 
material softness corresponding to a high (>86%) humidity 
or 20% water content. However, at a relative humidity below 
86%, the material softening effect does not strongly influ-
ence the humidity-enhanced adhesion, even on rough sur-
faces. The better adhesion of wet keratin to rough surfaces 
is, in part, brought about by its increased flexibility and its 
better ability to follow small surface features (see Figures S4 
and S5, Supporting Information). The effect is small at 5%, 
and 10% water content and only takes off at 20% water con-
tent. This is simply a consequence of the fact that the elastic 
modulus only becomes markedly smaller at the highest water 
load (Figure 7C, Table 1). However, even on rough surfaces, the 
moisture-induced keratin softness can only explain some frac-
tion of the observed increase in stickiness (it is 1/3–1/2 even 
when compared to experimental work using single spatulae on 
flat surfaces[3,9]).
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Figure 5. A) Pull-off force as a function of keratin water content and Avalley/ASp. The water content and corresponding Young’s modulus are denoted 
in the legend. The average pull-off forces follow a sigmoidal (Richards[38]) curve (solid lines). Vertical dashed lines denote a threshold of 80% pull-off 
force relative to the maximum on a flat surface. The average is computed from n = 10 independent samples, and the standard deviation of the mean is 
used as the error. B) The relative increase in pull-off force due to the implicit water content, compared to the dry spatula (blue line at 100%). The solid 
lines are used to guide the eye. The error is calculated as the Gaussian error propagation of the standard deviations of the mean of (A).

Figure 6. An illustration of the ratio of valley area against spatula pad 
area for the example of Avalley/ASp = 1.28. The surface peaks are cyan, and 
the surface valleys are blue. We color all surface beads within the cutoff 
length of the spatula red as an approximation to the spatula pad area. 
Thus, the actual spatula pad is smaller than illustrated.
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4. Conclusion

It is known that a humidity increase in the environment enhances 
the sticking power of geckos. Several mechanisms have been put 
forward to explain this feature. Most prominent are i) capillary 
forces, ii) water molecules mediating between surface and ker-
atin and iii) water uptake leading to a softening of keratin (lower 
elastic modulus) and, consequently, stronger adhesion. We have 
previously reproduced the positive effect of humidity on sticki-
ness by united-atom (UA) and coarse-grained (CG) molecular 
simulations. We collected strong arguments for water mediation 
(ii) in our simulations.[10,11] Since we used explicit water mole-
cules in those simulations, however, we could not rule out the 
indirect action of water via keratin softening (iii), which is still 
a very popular hypothesis in gecko biophysics.[9,12–14] In order 
to separate the different mechanisms, we adapted a mesoscale 

model[17] for entire spatulae to reproduce the elasticity of water-
swollen keratin without containing explicit water molecules. 
Thus, capillary force (i) and water-mediation (ii) are excluded 
from the model. The elastic constants of water-swollen keratin, 
in turn, were determined by atomistic simulations, and the equi-
librium water content at a given relative humidity was calculated 
previously[19] by atomistic grand-canonical molecular dynamics. 
We, thus, pursue a true multi-scale simulation protocol.

We trained a deep neural network to predict the mechanical 
properties, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, from bonded force 
field parameters of our previously published mesoscale spatula 
model reusing existing data.[17] The trained DNN (Section  2.5) 
allowed us to directly infer bonded force field parameters (Sec-
tion 2.3) that produce the exact target material properties instead 
of relying on lengthy and costly classical parameter optimization. 
We computed material properties for four different water contents 
using our united-atom (UA) gecko keratin model[11] (Section 2.1). 
The DNN prediction was then used to find the necessary force field 
parameters of the mesoscale model to reproduce the elastic con-
stants from the UA simulations of the water-swollen keratin. This 
adaptation of the mesoscale force field parameters only affects the 
elasticity of the keratin, not its interaction with the surface. Thus, 
capillary forces (i) and water-mediation (ii) cannot operate through 
effective interactions either. In the absence of water molecules, 
capillary forces and the water mediating effect can be rigorously 
ruled out in any observations we made.

Our results disprove the hypothesis of material softening 
being responsible for humidity-enhanced adhesion of spatulae 
on flat hydrophobic surfaces.[3,7,9] On flat surfaces, an implic-
itly fully “water-soaked” keratin sticks better to a surface than 
complete water-free keratin by a mere 10% (Figure 7). In com-
parison, experimental[3,9] and computational[10,11] reports show 
that the adhesion increase due to humidity is ≈200–300%. As 
a result, we rule out softening as a mechanism dominating the 
humidity-enhanced adhesion of whole spatulae on flat surfaces. 
The primary mechanism underlying humidity-enhanced adhe-
sion is the mediation of keratin-surface interactions by water. 
Our previous findings for wet UA gecko keratin[11] showed that 
elastic interactions are one of the smaller contributions control-
ling the pull-off force from the flat hydrophobic surface. As an 
interesting side note, elasticity significantly contributes to the 
pull-off of dry keratin from a hydrophobic surface. However, as 
keratin gets wet, water mediation (ii) becomes dominant.

While material softening does not determine spatula sticki-
ness at ideal flat surfaces, it is one critical factor at nanoscopic 
rough surfaces. Here, the mesoscale spatula model showed 
a material softening-induced increase in adhesion of up to 
120% compared to dry keratin. The higher flexibility of keratin 
(which only becomes appreciable at water contents at or near 
saturation) enables the spatula to follow surface structures 
smaller than itself. Thus, the spatula can keep the full adhesion 
potential when surfaces get rougher (Section  3.1) and surface 
structures are smaller than the spatula.

Of the mechanisms underlying humidity, the water medi-
ating effect dominates in all circumstances at the very 
hydrophobic surface except in extremely humid environments 
(relative humidity >86%). Here, if the surface is rough and sur-
face features are smaller than the spatula, the material softening 
effect may be responsible for 1/3–1/2 of the increased stickiness 
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Figure 7. A) The percentage increase in the pull-off force (stickiness) of 
gecko spatulae due to material softening on flat and rough surfaces, com-
pared to dry spatulae [ (RH) (RH 0%)]/ (RH 0%)F F F− = = . The increased pull-
off force depends non-linear on implicit water content (relative humidity). 
The error is calculated as the Gaussian error propagation of the standard 
deviations from n  = 10 independent samples. The values are offset by 
0.7% relative humidity against each other to clearly show the error bars. 
B) The percentage increase in the pull-off force (stickiness) of gecko 
spatulae due to material softening on flat and rough surfaces, compared 
to dry spatulae. The increased pull-off force is shown as a function of 
Young’s modulus. The error is calculated as the Gaussian error propaga-
tion of the standard deviations from n = 10 independent samples.
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compared to the dry keratin. In short, the water-induced 
increase in flexibility allows spatulae to follow surface fea-
tures smaller than themselves, thereby increasing contact area 
with the surface and, thus, contributing to humidity-enhanced 
adhesion. In contrast, in laboratory experiments using very 
hydrophobic nanoscopic flat surfaces, the humidity-enhanced 
adhesion is determined by the water mediating effect we pro-
posed.[10,11] Capillary forces depend on a water volume absorbed 
to the surface. Capillary bridges are either completely absent on 
very hydrophobic surfaces at relative humidities smaller than 
the supersaturation limit or of convex geometry.[10] The latter 
case could even lead to capillary forces that are repulsive.[39,40]

Finally, let us discuss the generality of our findings. Here, we 
investigated material softening in terms of the more common 
single-spatula experiments; however, how does this transfer to 
whole setae adhesion? For the per-spatula level, we have shown 
the effect of material softening in this work. However, setae 
break up large contact areas into multiple smaller sub-areas 
(spatulae). This strategy is called contact splitting.[33,41,42] Con-
sequently, the characteristic adhesive feature length increases 
from the spatula’s contact area to the setae’s theoretical contact 
area. Water-softened setae, therefore, likely exhibit increased 
stickiness even if surface features are larger than the spatula, 
as long as the surface features are in the order of the theo-
retical seta contact area. The quantitative impact of material 
softening on seta-level adhesion is up for future investigation. 
While neither rough surfaces nor seta adhesion investigations 
are currently common or even well enough defined, system-
atic fine-grained classification of surfaces in geckos’ habitats 
are completely absent from the literature, and seta investiga-
tions do not report the number of spatulae of the investigated 
setae—it will be nonetheless important to fully understand the 
complete adhesion strategy employed by geckos in their natural 
habit. Furthermore, what happens on surfaces other than the 
one we investigated? We have only explored a hydrophobic sur-
face in this work. On a hydrophilic surface, water mediation is 
enhanced,[11] and capillary action may become relevant at very 
high humidity as water can pool up. Finally, and most inter-
esting to synthetic gecko adhesive research,[43–49] can the results 
be generalized to other materials? Both this work and our first 
coarse-grained work[10] use molecular models that are more 
generic than our more precise united-atom model.[11] There-
fore, results are generalizable to other materials with similar 
properties. Synthetic adhesives can create better contact if they 
are flexible enough to follow nanostructured surfaces. A water 
mediation-like effect may also be constructed with small diffu-
sive molecules instead of water (i.e., tackifiers[50–53]).

In this simulation study, we “deactivated” the effects of water 
mediation (ii) and capillary forces (i) to only investigate spatula 
softness (iii). In reality, spatulae are softened by water mole-
cules, which also operate as mediators for water-surface inter-
actions. Possible non-additive effects between the three mecha-
nisms should be the subject of further investigation.
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